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Ronald Reagan
No matter what else was going on in his life or where he was—traveling to make movies, at the White
House, or sometimes just across the room—Ronald Reagan wrote letters to Nancy Reagan, to express his
love, thoughts, and feelings, and to stay in touch. Through these extraordinary letters and reflections,
the private character and life of an American president and his first lady are revealed. Nancy Reagan
reflects with love and insight on the letters, on her husband, and on the many phases of their life
together. A love story spanning half a century and the private life of this classic American couple come
vividly alive in this rare and inspiring book.
Ronald Reagan is hailed today for a presidency that restored optimism to America, engendered years of
economic prosperity, and helped bring about the fall of the Soviet Union. Yet until now little attention
has been paid to the role Reagan's personal spirituality played in his political career, shaping his
ideas, bolstering his resolve, and ultimately compelling him to confront the brutal -- and, not
coincidentally, atheistic -- Soviet empire. In this groundbreaking book, political historian Paul Kengor
draws upon Reagan's legacy of speeches and correspondence, and the memories of those who knew him well,
to reveal a man whose Christian faith remained deep and consistent throughout his more than six decades
in public life. Raised in the Disciples of Christ Church by a devout mother with a passionate missionary
streak, Reagan embraced the church after reading a Christian novel at the age of eleven. A devoted
Sunday-school teacher, he absorbed the church's model of "practical Christianity" and strived to achieve
it in every stage of his life. But it was in his lifelong battle against communism -- first in
Hollywood, then on the political stage -- that Reagan's Christian beliefs had their most profound
effect. Appalled by the religious repression and state-mandated atheism of Bolshevik Marxism, Reagan
felt called by a sense of personal mission to confront the USSR. Inspired by influences as diverse as
C.S. Lewis, Whittaker Chambers, and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, he waged an openly spiritual campaign
against communism, insisting that religious freedom was the bedrock of personal liberty. "The source of
our strength in the quest for human freedom is not material, but spiritual," he said in his Evil Empire
address. "And because it knows no limitation, it must terrify and ultimately triumph over those who
would enslave their fellow man." From a church classroom in 1920s Dixon, Illinois, to his triumphant
mission to Moscow in 1988, Ronald Reagan was both political leader and spiritual crusader. God and
Ronald Reagan deepens immeasurably our understanding of how these twin missions shaped his presidency -and changed the world.
In Ronald Reagan and His Quest to Abolish Nuclear Weapons, Paul Lettow explores the depth and
sophistication of President Ronald Reagan’s commitment to ridding humankind permanently of the threat of
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nuclear war. Lettow’s narrative spans the start of Reagan’s presidency and the 1986 Reykjavík summit
between Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, during which America’s Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) was a defining issue. Lettow reveals SDI for what it was: a full-on assault against nuclear
weapons waged as much through policy as through ideology. While cabinet members and advisers played
significant roles in guiding American defense policy, it was Reagan himself who presided over every
element, large and small, of this paradigm shift in U.S. diplomacy. Lettow conducted interviews with
several former Reagan administration officials, and he draws upon the vast body of declassified security
documents from the Reagan presidency; much of what he quotes from these documents appears publicly here
for the first time. The result is the first major work to apply such evidence to the study of SDI and
superpower diplomacy. This is a survey that doesn’t merely add nuance to the existing record, but
revises our very understanding of the Reagan presidency.
Explores Reagan's political career, from his role in the California tax revolt to the economic success
the United States experienced during his term in office
Ronald Reagan, the Air Traffic Controllers, and the Strike that Changed America
President Reagan
Ronald Reagan: 100 Years
The Life
Three Days in Moscow
The Legacy of Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan’s The Notes is a fascinating window into the mind of our fortieth president and the writers and thinkers to
whom he turned for advice, inspiration, humor, and hope. Collected by the Ronald Reagan Foundation, the book includes
both Reagan’s own writing and his favorite quotations, proverbs, and excerpts from speeches, poetry, and literature. The
breadth of these notes sheds light on a man who was deeply engaged with the arts, culture, and politics, from his time as
one of the nation’s most popular actors to later years as one of its most beloved presidents. Known as the “Great
Communicator,” Reagan sought wisdom from a wide-ranging set of political figures, philosophers, novelists, and poets,
including Abraham Lincoln, Daniel Webster, John F. Kennedy, and Thomas Jefferson, as well as Mohandas Gandhi,
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Mark Twain, and Thomas Wolfe. While the number one New York Times bestselling Reagan
Diaries detailed daily life inside the Oval Office, The Notes encapsulates a lifetime of reflections on work, marriage, and
family in classic one-liners such as “Flattery is what makes husbands out of bachelors” and “Money may not buy friends,
but it will help you to stay in contact with your children.” Reagan’s own writing—his jokes, aphorisms, and insights into
politics and life—is often surprising and reveals a view of the president that has rarely before been seen. Historic,
illuminating, and deeply captivating, The Notes is a remarkable collection of the thoughts of one of our most beloved
presidents.
Ronald Reagan is more than a revered and popular president--he is a hero to millions, beloved as a persuasive leader who
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inspired America and shaped the future more than any other modern president. Reagan's everyman insight--stemming
from his unique background as actor, sports broadcaster, and labor leader--make him America's most quotable president.
In The Wit & Wisdom of Ronald Reagan, author James C. Humes brings together the best observations and opinions of the
"Great Communicator." Spanning one-liners, anecdotes, zingers, and little-known stories, this collection also includes
commentary about Reagan from friends and foes as well as analysis of his great speeches. The Wit & Wisdom of Ronald
Reagan is an exceptional tribute to America's adored fortieth president. -Jules Tygiel's biography of Ronald Reagan engages students with the compelling story of the man who went from
Hollywood actor to President of the United States. & This balanced biography considers both the accomplishments and
failures of Reagan's presidency, as well as the contested legacy of his political career even after his death. Incorporating
the latest scholarship, Ronald Reagan and the Triumph of American Conservatism examines Reagan both as an individual
and in the larger context of the conservative movement.
In August 1981, the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO) called an illegal strike. The new president,
Ronald Reagan, fired the strikers, establishing a reputation for both decisiveness and hostility to organized labor. As
Joseph A. McCartin writes, the strike was the culmination of two decades of escalating conflict between controllers and the
government that stemmed from the high-pressure nature of the job and the controllers' inability to negotiate with their
employer over vital issues. PATCO's fall not only ushered in a long period of labor decline; it also served as a harbinger of
the campaign against public sector unions that now roils American politics. Now available in paperback, Collision Course
sets the strike within a vivid panorama of the rise of the world's busiest air-traffic control system. It begins with an
arresting account of the 1960 midair collision over New York that cost 134 lives and exposed the weaknesses of an
overburdened system. Through the stories of controllers like Mike Rock and Jack Maher, who were galvanized into action
by that disaster and went on to found PATCO, it describes the efforts of those who sought to make the airways safer and
fought to win a secure place in the American middle class. It climaxes with the story of Reagan and the controllers, who
surprisingly endorsed the Republican on the promise that he would address their grievances. That brief, fateful alliance
triggered devastating miscalculations that changed America, forging patterns that still govern the nation's labor politics.
Written with an eye for detail and a grasp of the vast consequences of the PATCO conflict for both air travel and America's
working class, Collision Course is a stunning achievement.
The Faith of Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan and the Politics of Freedom
Ronald Reagan and the Fall of the Soviet Empire
What Made Ronald Reagan Great and Why It Matters
Collision Course
The Primetime Presidency of Ronald Reagan
This book, the only biography ever authorized by a sitting President--yet written with complete interpretive freedom--is as revolutionary in method
as it is formidable in scholarship. When Ronald Reagan moved into the White House in 1981, one of his first literary guests was Edmund Morris,
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the Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer of Theodore Roosevelt. Morris developed a fascination for the genial yet inscrutable President and, after
Reagan's landslide reelection in 1984, put aside the second volume of his life of Roosevelt to become an observing eye and ear at the White
House. During thirteen years of obsessive archival research and interviews with Reagan and his family, friends, admirers and enemies (the
book's enormous dramatis personae includes such varied characters as Mikhail Gorbachev, Michelangelo Antonioni, Elie Wiesel, Mario Savio,
François Mitterrand, Grant Wood, and Zippy the Pinhead), Morris lived what amounted to a doppelgänger life, studying the young "Dutch," the
middle-aged "Ronnie," and the septuagenarian Chief Executive with a closeness and dispassion, not to mention alternations of amusement,
horror,and amazed respect, unmatched by any other presidential biographer. This almost Boswellian closeness led to a unique literary method
whereby, in the earlier chapters of Dutch: A Memoir of Ronald Reagan, Morris's biographical mind becomes in effect another character in the
narrative, recording long-ago events with the same eyewitness vividness (and absolute documentary fidelity) with which the author later
describes the great dramas of Reagan's presidency, and the tragedy of a noble life now darkened by dementia. "I quite understand," the author
has remarked, "that readers will have to adjust, at first, to what amounts to a new biographical style. But the revelations of this style, which derive
directly from Ronald Reagan's own way of looking at his life, are I think rewarding enough to convince them that one of the most interesting
characters in recent American history looms here like a colossus."
Collects quotes from the former president and offers a brief overview of his life.
In October 1964, Ronald Reagan gave a televised speech in support of Republican presidential nominee Barry Goldwater. "The Speech," as it
has come to be known, helped launch Ronald Reagan as a leading force in the American conservative movement. However, less than twenty
years earlier, Reagan was a prominent Hollywood liberal, the president of the Screen Actors Guild, and a fervent supporter of FDR and Harry
Truman. While many agree that Reagan's anticommunism grew out of his experiences with the Hollywood communists of the late 1940s, the
origins of his conservative ideology have remained obscure. Based on a newly discovered collection of private papers as well as interviews and
corporate documents, The Education of Ronald Reagan offers new insights into Reagan's ideological development and his political ascendancy.
Thomas W. Evans links the eight years (1954-1962) in which Reagan worked for General Electric—acting as host of its television program, GE
Theater, and traveling the country as the company's public-relations envoy-to his conversion to conservatism. In particular, Evans reveals the
profound influence of GE executive Lemuel Boulware, who would become Reagan's political and ideological mentor. Boulware, known for his
tough stance against union officials and his innovative corporate strategies to win over workers, championed the core tenets of modern American
conservatism-free-market fundamentalism, anticommunism, lower taxes, and limited government. Building on the ideas and influence of
Boulware, Reagan would soon begin his rise as a national political figure and an icon of the American conservative movement.
From master storyteller and New York Times bestselling Historian H. W. Brands comes the definitive biography of a visionary and transformative
president In his magisterial new biography, H. W. Brands brilliantly establishes Ronald Reagan as one of the two great presidents of the twentieth
century, a true peer to Franklin Roosevelt. Reagan conveys with sweep and vigor how the confident force of Reagan's personality and the
unwavering nature of his beliefs enabled him to engineer a conservative revolution in American politics and play a crucial role in ending
communism in the Soviet Union. Reagan shut down the age of liberalism, Brands shows, and ushered in the age of Reagan, whose defining
principles are still powerfully felt today. Employing archival sources not available to previous biographers and drawing on dozens of interviews
with surviving members of Reagan's administration, Brands has crafted a richly detailed and fascinating narrative of the presidential years. He
offers new insights into Reagan's remote management style and fractious West Wing staff, his deft handling of public sentiment to transform the
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tax code, and his deeply misunderstood relationship with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, on which nothing less than the fate of the world
turned. Reagan is a storytelling triumph, an irresistible portrait of an underestimated politician whose pragmatic leadership and steadfast vision
transformed the nation.
I Love You, Ronnie
Who Was Ronald Reagan?
The General Electric Years and the Untold Story of His Conversion to Conservatism
The Writings of Ronald Reagan that Reveal His Revolutionary Vision for America
Between Promise and Policy
Ronald Reagan Our 40th President
Ronald Reagan’s autobiography is a work of major historical importance. Here, in his own words, is the story of his life—public and private—told in a book
both frank and compellingly readable. Few presidents have accomplished more, or been so effective in changing the direction of government in ways that
are both fundamental and lasting, than Ronald Reagan. Certainly no president has more dramatically raised the American spirit, or done so much to restore
national strength and self-confidence. Here, then, is a truly American success story—a great and inspiring one. From modest beginnings as the son of a shoe
salesman in Tampico, Illinois, Ronald Reagan achieved first a distinguished career in Hollywood and then, as governor of California and as president of the
most powerful nation in the world, a career of public service unique in our history. Ronald Reagan’s account of that rise is told here with all the
uncompromising candor, modesty, and wit that made him perhaps the most able communicator ever to occupy the White House, and also with the sense of
drama of a gifted natural storyteller. He tells us, with warmth and pride, of his early years and of the elements that made him, in later life, a leader of such
stubborn integrity, courage, and clear-minded optimism. Reading the account of this childhood, we understand how his parents, struggling to make ends
meet despite family problems and the rigors of the Depression, shaped his belief in the virtues of American life—the need to help others, the desire to get
ahead and to get things done, the deep trust in the basic goodness, values, and sense of justice of the American people—virtues that few presidents have
expressed more eloquently than Ronald Reagan. With absolute authority and a keen eye for the details and the anecdotes that humanize history, Ronald
Reagan takes the reader behind the scenes of his extraordinary career, from his first political experiences as president of the Screen Actors Guild (including
his first meeting with a beautiful young actress who was later to become Nancy Reagan) to such high points of his presidency as the November 1985
Geneva meeting with Mikhail Gorbachev, during which Reagan invited the Soviet leader outside for a breath of fresh air and then took him off for a walk
and a man-to-man chat, without aides, that set the course for arms reduction and charted the end of the Cold War. Here he reveals what went on behind his
decision to enter politics and run for the governorship of California, the speech nominating Barry Goldwater that first made Reagan a national political
figure, his race for the presidency, his relations with the members of his own cabinet, and his frustrations with Congress. He gives us the details of the great
themes and dramatic crises of his eight years in office, from Lebanon to Grenada, from the struggle to achieve arms control to tax reform, from Iran-Contra
to the visits abroad that did so much to reestablish the United States in the eyes of the world as a friendly and peaceful power. His narrative is full of
insights, from the unseen dangers of Gorbachev’s first visit to the United States to Reagan’s own personal correspondence with major foreign leaders, as
well as his innermost feelings about life in the White House, the assassination attempt, his family—and the enduring love between himself and Mrs. Reagan.
An American Life is a warm, richly detailed, and deeply human book, a brilliant self-portrait, a significant work of history.
Three paper dolls and finely rendered costumes show Ronald Reagan in private and political life and in costume for 23 films including Bedtime for Bonzo.
Includes biography and captions. 32 full-color illustrations.
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Laham argues that Reagan demonstrated gross ineptitude in his conduct of immigration policy. The Reagan administration was crippled in its ability to
design a sound and effective policy by the lack of accurate and reliable information on this issue and by the president's own ideological hostility to ward big
government.
The United States president preserves, protects, and defends the U.S. Constitution. Each presidentÍs term influences events in America and around the
world for years to come. This biography introduces young readers to the life of Ronald Reagan, beginning with his childhood in Dixon, Illinois. ReaganÍs
education at Eureka College and early careers as a radio announcer, actor, and president of the Screen Actors Guild, are discussed. In addition, his family
and personal life, as well as his retirement years are highlighted. Easy-to-read text details ReaganÍs military service during World War II and his early
career as governor of California. Finally, students will explore key events from President ReaganÍs administration, including his assassination attempt, the
Iran-Contra Scandal, the air traffic controller strike, and the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Treaty. Beautiful graphics showcase the primary source documents
and photographs. A timeline, fast facts, and sidebars help put essential information at studentsÍ fingertips. In addition, a quick-reference chart provides easy
access to facts about every U.S. president. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Ronald Reagan’s America
The Role Of A Lifetime
A Spiritual Life
Young Leader
Ronald Reagan and Conservative Reformism
A Shining City

In this ambitious work David T. Byrne analyzes the ideas that informed Ronald Reagan’s political
philosophy and policies. Rather than appraising Reagan’s personal and emotional life, Byrne’s
intellectual biography goes one step further; it establishes a rationale for the former
president’s motives, discussing how thinkers such as Plato and Adam Smith influenced him. Byrne
points to three historical forces that shaped Reagan’s political philosophy: Christian values,
particularly the concept of a universal kingdom of God; America’s firm belief in freedom as the
greatest political value and its aversion to strong centralized government; and the appeasement
era of World War II, which stimulated Reagan’s aggressive and confrontational foreign policy.
Byrne’s account of the fortieth president augments previous work on Reagan with a new model for
understanding him. Byrne shows how Reagan took conservatism and the Republican Party in a new
direction, departing from the traditional conservatism of Edmund Burke and Russell Kirk. His
desire to spread a “Kingdom of Freedom” both at home and abroad changed America’s political
landscape forever and inspired a new conservatism that persists to this day.
During his two terms as the fortieth president of the United States, Ronald Reagan kept a daily
diary in which he recorded, by hand, his innermost thoughts and observations on the
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extraordinary, the historic, and the routine day-to-day occurrences of his presidency. Brought
together in one volume and edited by historian Douglas Brinkley, The Reagan Diaries provides a
striking insight into one of this nation's most important presidencies and sheds new light on
the character of a true American leader.
Chronicles the life of the fortieth president of the United States, including his acting career,
time in the army, and legacy as commader-in-chief.
From his childhood in rural Illinois to moviemaking days in Hollywood and on to a career in
politics that took him all the way to the Oval Office, Ronald Reagan kept an abiding faith in
America and in what our country stood for. The oldest president ever, he survived a near-fatal
assassination attempt and lived to be 93. Who Was Ronald Reagan? covers his life and times in a
balanced, entertaining way for children. More than 100 black-and-white illustrations fill out
the portrait of our fortieth president.
The Autobiography
The Notes
Ronald Reagan and His Quest to Abolish Nuclear Weapons
Dutch
Ronald Reagan's Private Collection of Stories and Wisdom
True Reagan

Looks at the life of the fortieth president of the United States, and follows his early career as a movie star and budding
politician
Passages from Ronald Reagan's post-presidential speeches are combined with tributes from other influential persons to
assess his impact on modern times and politics
In Ronald Reagan and the Politics of Freedom, Andrew E. Busch goes beyond economic and foreign policies to examine
Reagan's understanding of statesmanship. Busch analyzes Reagan's conscious attempt to strengthen the separation of
powers, federalism, and traditional rhetoric, and his efforts to revive the notion of limited government in a
Constitutional Republic. In this important new study, Busch concludes that Ronald Reagan's politics of freedom̶found
in his discourse, policy, and coalition-building̶achieved significant successes in the 1980s and beyond.
Contributions from the writers, photographers, and journalists of CBS News form a collection of reminiscences and
memories in words, video, and pictures of the life of the late president.
How an Ordinary Man Became an Extraordinary Leader
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An American Journey
Fate, Freedom, and the Making of History
Quotations of Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan
The Letters of Ronald Reagan to Nancy Reagan
From New York Times bestselling biographer Bob Spitz, a rich biography of an epic American life, capturing what made Ronald
Reagan so beloved and so transformational. More than five years in the making, based on hundreds of interviews and access to
previously unavailable documents, and infused with irresistible storytelling charm, Bob Spitz's Reagan stands fair to be the first truly
post-partisan biography of our fortieth president, and thus a balm for our own bitterly divided times. It is the quintessential American
triumph, brought to life with cinematic vividness: A young man is born into poverty and raised in a series of flyspeck towns in the
Midwest by a pious mother and a largely absent father. Severely nearsighted, the boy lives in his own world and finds his first brush
with popularity as a young lifeguard. Thanks to the example of his first love, he makes the extraordinary leap to go to college, a
modest school by national standards, but an audacious presumption in the context of his family's station. From there, the path is
only dimly lit, but it leads him to a solid career as a radio sportscaster, and then, astonishingly, fatefully, to Hollywood. And the rest,
as they say, is history. Bob Spitz's Reagan is a richly detailed chronicle of the full arc of Ronald Reagan's epic life--giving full weight
to the Hollywood years, his transition to politics and his rocky but ultimately successful run as California governor. His iconic
presidency, from Iran-Contra to "Tear down this wall!" to an assassination attempt, receives a balanced reckoning in the form of an
absorbing, even revelatory narrative.
WHAT MADE RONALD REAGAN TICK? What was the secret to his greatness, the source of his influence, the key to his character,
the strength behind his leadership? And why does it matter to the nation today? Just the mention of his name still evokes deep
admiration and affection among Americans of every stripe, on both sides of the aisle. Many have previously sought to capture the
essence of this very public figure often called "mysterious and unknowable." But now, as James Rosebush tells Reagan's story from
first-hand experience in TRUE REAGAN, we come closer to understanding the heart of this great American. In his roles as the
longest-serving Chief of Staff to Nancy Reagan and Deputy Assistant to President Reagan (his point man on philanthropy and
public/private partnerships), James Rosebush had unrivaled one-on-one access to Reagan, observing his personality, his decisionmaking, his guarded nature. Rosebush's revelations are moving and meant to inspire us to look to our 40th President for guidance
now as we face the global challenges of a complicated 21st century. Ronald Reagan was first and foremost an intensely private
person, although the life he led placed him at the center of people's attention from his earliest years. Small-town boy and college
athlete, sportscaster and lifelong sports fan, actor and movie star, union leader and TV spokesman, Democrat and Republican,
governor and president: what an incredible and extraordinary path. Rosebush tells how his center core was formed by his mother,
who devoted herself to helping others even as the Reagans struggled themselves. The spiritual foundation she instilled in him by
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teaching him the Bible governed his thoughts, beliefs and actions all his life. In a very real sense, his upbringing destined Reagan to
become a global evangelist for American Exceptionalism - but importantly, as Rosebush learned first-hand, that did not mean
Reagan thought Americans themselves were superior, as today's pundits and politicians often preach. Rather, Reagan believed that
the ideals of America's founding were superior, enabling all Americans to live lives based on high ideals and spiritual principles, and
thus achieve unparalleled success. Reagan was uniquely able to lead from true conviction and strength, his confidence stemming
from an unshakeable fundamental belief system. Better understanding the essence of this inspiring and principled leader is critical
to our future. Journey back with Rosebush through the innumerable examples he recounts from first-hand observation and marvel
once again at TRUE REAGAN.
This biography examines the remarkable life of Ronald Reagan using easy-to-read, compelling text. Through striking black-andwhite images and rich color photographs and informative sidebars, readers will learn about ReaganÍs family background, childhood,
education, work experience as a radio personality and an actor, and leadership as the governor of California and the fortieth US
president. Informative sidebars enhance and support the text. Features include a table of contents, timeline, facts page, glossary,
bibliography, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential Library is an imprint of
ABDO Publishing Company.
Presents the life of the fortieth president, from his childhood and early acting career to his political career, his economic and social
policies, and his legacy.
Becoming Ronald Reagan
The Wit & Wisdom of Ronald Reagan
An Intellectual Biography
Ronald Reagan and the Politics of Immigration Reform
The Education of Ronald Reagan
Official Centennial Edition from the Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation

Ronald Reagan, "The Great Communicator," knew the power of words. His voice confronted America's foes, comforted the
nation, and hastened the end of the Cold War. Ronald Reagan's America presents the history of the Reagan years told
through his memorable speeches during the defining events of the era. Reagan's unshakable belief in the power of democracy
against totalitarianism and of freedom against oppression shaped our world today. His ideas set the tone for our struggles and
victories against the Soviet Union and in the Middle East, and his legacy continues in US policy at home and throughout the
world. In the tradition of Let Every Nation Know, historian Terry Golway presents the defining moments of the Reagan
years, with Ronald Reagan at their center. Woven throughout the book are carefully chosen excerpts of the speeches Reagan
gave at 30 notable events throughout his political career included on one audio CD. Praise for Ronald Reagan's America
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"Nothing short of terrific...The insightful commentary adds a powerful complement." -Booklist "Illuminates the importance
of public address to the success and reputation of presidents." -Library Journal "Riveting tour de force." -Publishers Weekly
"A masterful job." -Bob Schieffer, CBS News "Marvelous work." -Joe Conason, journalist and author of The Hunting of the
President and Big Lies
Explore the life and personality of President Ronald Reagan through the lens of his deep-felt Christian beliefs. With warmth
and insight, Mary Beth Brown delves into the spiritual journey of America'sÂ 40th president and offers profound stories of
God's providence in Ronald Reagan's life-from first making it as an actor to winning the presidency, from surviving an
assassination attempt to eventually changing the face of world politics. With the support of Reagan's own words and writings
and firsthand interviews with his family, friends, and co-workers, Brown weaves a magnificent story of Reagan's quiet, strong
devotion to God, sure to both inform and inspire. Timed for the Reagan centenary in 2011 and released in a season of intense
political unrest, The Faith of Ronald Reagan is strikingly relevant for today's reader.
Presents a collection of annotated documents that reveal how Ronald Reagan served as the intellectual architect of the 1980s
prosperity and of the strategy that won the Cold War.
A fresh look at Ronald Reagan’s transition from Hollywood actor to political celebrity.
Ronald Reagan Remembered
Ronald Reagan Paper Dolls in Full Color
CBS News
Ronald Reagan and the Triumph of American Conservatism
God and Ronald Reagan
A Memoir of Ronald Reagan
Between Promise and Policy is a thoughtful and intriguing study that compares the professed ideals
and actual realities of conservative reformism leading up to, and during, the Reagan presidency. The
author examines Ronald Reagan's defense program, his policies to reduce the size of the federal
government, regulatory reform, and the reprioritizing of government expenditures. Karaagac
concludes that the Regan administration effectively employed ideology as a political tool: President
Reagan could alternate between being pragmatic and flexible, in order to score political victories,
while making a stand as a staunch defender of conservative principles in order to rally his supporters.
Ronald Reagan: 100 Years is the official centennial publication from the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Foundation. Featuring archival photographs of the Reagan family along with insightful text, this book
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is the ultimate commemorative edition to mark the one hundredth anniversary of President Reagan’s
birth. It offers an intimate, insider’s glimpse of the life and legacy of America’s most beloved leader.
Two-year-old Neil Reagan stared at his new brother and squawked, "I wanted a sister, not a loud
crying brother!" Little did big brother Neil know that someday his baby brother would become the
fortieth president of the United States. In this colorful biography, Libby Hughes chronicles the life of
Ronald Wilson Reagan, beginning in the small, remote town of Tampico, Illinois, and ending ninetythree years later at his home in Bel-Air, California. Reagan started his diverse career as an Iowa radio
sportscaster and later acted in more than fifty movies. He served as president of the Screen Actor's
Guild, won a landslide victory as governor of California, and served two terms as the president of the
United States. Ronald Reagan-nicknamed "Dutch"-was a jokester and a storyteller whose straighttalking, Midwestern style attracted the admiration of friends as well as world leaders. Ronald Reagan:
From Sports to Movies to Politics will remind you why the Great Communicator became one of
America's favorite presidents. "Whatever else history may say about me when I'm gone, I hope it will
record that I appealed to your best hopes, not your worst fears; to your confidence rather than your
doubts."-Ronald Reagan, fortieth president of the United States
President Reagan's dramatic battle to win the Cold War is revealed as never before by the #1
bestselling author and award-winning anchor of the #1 rated Special Report with Bret Baier. "An
instant classic, if not the finest book to date on Ronald Reagan.” — Jay Winik Moscow, 1988: 1,000
miles behind the Iron Curtain, Ronald Reagan stood for freedom and confronted the Soviet empire. In
his acclaimed bestseller Three Days in January, Bret Baier illuminated the extraordinary leadership of
President Dwight Eisenhower at the dawn of the Cold War. Now in his highly anticipated new history,
Three Days in Moscow, Baier explores the dramatic endgame of America’s long struggle with the
Soviet Union and President Ronald Reagan’s central role in shaping the world we live in today. On
May 31, 1988, Reagan stood on Russian soil and addressed a packed audience at Moscow State
University, delivering a remarkable—yet now largely forgotten—speech that capped his first visit to
the Soviet capital. This fourth in a series of summits between Reagan and Soviet General Secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev, was a dramatic coda to their tireless efforts to reduce the nuclear threat. More
than that, Reagan viewed it as “a grand historical moment”: an opportunity to light a path for the
Soviet people—toward freedom, human rights, and a future he told them they could embrace if they
chose. It was the first time an American president had given an address about human rights on
Russian soil. Reagan had once called the Soviet Union an “evil empire.” Now, saying that depiction
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was from “another time,” he beckoned the Soviets to join him in a new vision of the future. The
importance of Reagan’s Moscow speech was largely overlooked at the time, but the new world he
spoke of was fast approaching; the following year, in November 1989, the Berlin Wall fell and the
Soviet Union began to disintegrate, leaving the United States the sole superpower on the world stage.
Today, the end of the Cold War is perhaps the defining historical moment of the past half century, and
must be understood if we are to make sense of America’s current place in the world, amid the reemergence of US-Russian tensions during Vladimir Putin’s tenure. Using Reagan’s three days in
Moscow to tell the larger story of the president’s critical and often misunderstood role in
orchestrating a successful, peaceful ending to the Cold War, Baier illuminates the character of one of
our nation’s most venerated leaders—and reveals the unique qualities that allowed him to succeed in
forming an alliance for peace with the Soviet Union, when his predecessors had fallen short.
The Era of the Television Presidency
The Reagan Diaries
An American Life
Reagan
Ronald Reagan: A Biography
Reagan, In His Own Hand
Denton examines the mediazation of the U.S. presidency, as exemplified by President Reagan.
Specifically, he analyzes the use of television as an instrument of image-making and governing, the role
of the media in contemporary politics, the impact of television on presidential politics, and the future
of the presidency in the age of television.
A reevaluation of the late fortieth president argues that his accomplishments were marginalized by
liberal biases and places Reagan among the nation's greatest leaders, offering insight into the more
sophisticated endeavors of his presidency while discussing such topics as his negotiations with
Gorbachev, his opposition to foreign interventions, and his distrust of big government.
Hailed by the New Yorker as "a superlative study of a president and his presidency," Lou Cannon's
President Reagan remains the definitive account of our most significant presidency in the last fifty
years. Ronald Wilson Reagan, the first actor to be elected president, turned in the performance of a
lifetime. But that performance concealed the complexities of the man, baffling most who came in contact
with him. Who was the man behind the makeup? Only Lou Cannon, who covered Reagan through his political
career, can tell us. The keenest Reagan-watcher of them all, he has been the only author to reveal the
nature of a man both shrewd and oblivious. Based on hundreds of interviews with the president, the First
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Lady, and hundreds of the administration's major figures, President Reagan takes us behind the scenes of
the Oval Office. Cannon leads us through all of Reagan's roles, from the affable cowboy to the selfstyled family man; from the politician who denounced big government to the president who created the
largest peace-time deficit; from the statesman who reviled the Soviet government to the Great
Communicator who helped end the cold war.
40th US President
The Rise of a Conservative Icon
From Sports to Movies to Politics
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